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Introduction 
To avoid the worst risks of runaway climate change, the world must cut global greenhouse gas emissions—

chiefly carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels—in half by 2030 and to about zero by 2050. Of that CO
2
, 

around 35% comes from heavy transport1 (in declining order, big trucks, ships, airplanes, trains, and buses) 

and from industrial heat to make energy-intensive materials.2 Both sectors are supposedly “hard-to-abate,” 

so most climate models emphasize costly and unproven ways to extract CO
2
 from smokestack emissions 

or even from thin air.3 Those gloomy assumptions drive fatalistic apathy, fitful policy focus, and fervid 

opposition—but are unsound.4 

Emissions from heavy transport and industrial 

heat may actually be no harder to abate than the 

comparable total from buildings (19%) plus light 

transport (12%)—just differently hard. Vast and fast 

abatements are never easy. Yet a fresh look reveals 

many novel and timely opportunities. 

Rather than rising 50% by mid-century, CO
2
 emissions 

from heavy transport and industrial heat could fall 

to about zero or less, as eminent business leaders 

convincingly found in 2018.5 They estimated modest 

costs: about 0.24%–0.45% of 2050 global GDP using 

only supply-side changes, or 0.15%–0.25% adding 

more-productive use of transport and materials. These 

lower values reflect lower renewable energy costs, 

available then in some places and now in many more, 

as explained in the next section. 

Of note, that assessment found that 20% of CO
2
 could 

be saved in heavy transport by modal shifts and smart 

logistics and 35%–40% by technical efficiency gains.

In heavy industry, 40% of CO
2
 could be saved by more 

fully reusing steel, aluminum, and plastics. But today’s 

even bigger and rapidly growing menu might turn 

those modest costs into significant profits, triggering 

trillions of dollars in creative destruction. 

A rich stew of new technologies, materials, design 

methods, financial techniques, business models, 

smart policies, and aggressive investments could in 

this decade revitalize, relocate, or displace some of 

the world’s most powerful industries. A companion 

paper surveys those shifts’ opportunities for business 

strategy.6 Here we complement such implementation 

accelerators by explaining and documenting the more 

technical contours of how, by the 2030s, trucking, 

aviation, and shipping could be decoupling from 

climate. Steel, aluminum, cement, and plastics too 

could take new forms, saved and made in new ways 

and unexpected places under novel business models. 

All these emergent transformations build on today’s 

revolution in clean electricity.
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Electricity’s Race to Carbon-Free  
and Almost-Free 
Even as the pandemic shrank energy demand and fossil fuel supplies, lower costs and risks propelled 

faster growth in carbon-free renewable sources, chiefly wind and solar power. These modern renewables 

now provide the cheapest unsubsidized bulk power for 90% of world demand—soon for virtually all 

demand.7 By the time total energy demand recovers, renewables may well have grown enough to provide 

all its increase, tipping fossil fuels into permanent decline.8 

World coal use peaked in 2013. World auto sales 

peaked in 2017 at an annual growth rate less than the 

annual sales of electric vehicles since then; in 2020, 

plug-in auto sales rose 43% while total auto sales fell 

14%.9,10 Oil and total fossil-fuel use probably peaked 

in 2019.11 Capital fled. By mid-2020, the world’s top 16 

listed hydrocarbon companies combined were worth 

less than Apple. 

Fossil-fueled electricity peaked in 2018; Bloomberg 

New Energy Finance expects the power sector’s 

CO
2
 emissions never to recover to their 2018 peak.12 

Renewables added 90% of the world’s new electric 

generating capacity in 2020, are expected to average 

95% through 2025,13 and produced approximately 

29%–31% of the world’s electricity in 2020,14 

overtaking fossil-fueled generation in Europe and both 

coal and nuclear generation in the United States.15 

The cheapest unsubsidized 2019 wind and solar sold 

for a stunningly low $17/MWh,16 heading below $10 in 

this decade.17 Indeed, April 2021 brought a reportedly 

unsubsidized winning Saudi solar power bid of $10.4/

MWh, a decade sooner than most analysts expected.18, 19

In 2020, with unsubsidized prices in six nations falling 

to $26–$30 for onshore wind and $23–$29 for solar,20 

the world added a record 278 net gigawatts (GW) 

of renewables.21 This is nearly 50% more than the 

previous year, despite the pandemic—and brought total 

installed wind-plus-solar capacity to approximately 
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1,450 GW. In May 2020, the International Energy 

Agency (IEA) expected 50% growth in renewable 

output during 2020–25, to nearly 10 million GWh, 

“equivalent to the combined demand of China and 

the European Union,” encouraged by many countries’ 

net-zero emissions targets.22 A year later, IEA raised 

that forecast by nearly two-fifths—yet still, it seems, 

without modeling solar and wind power in a way that 

fully captures the increasing returns causing their 

rapid growth.23

Coal, gas, and nuclear stations therefore struggle, 

with no business case to build and little or none even 

to run.24,25 The less they run—grids generally use most 

the generators with lowest operating cost—the less 

their dwindling revenues can cover construction debt, 

pushing them out of the market and thereby stressing 

their jilted fuel suppliers and the whole fossil-fuel 

value chain. (Many widely used analyses ignore this 

disruptive competition, treating long-run capacity 

factor as a constant rather than an evolving variable. 

This understates the actual costs of fueled plants and 

inflates a bubble in their asset value.26) 

New unsubsidized renewables with battery storage 

cost less to build and run than just running 39% of the 

world’s coal plants in 2020 and an expected 73% by 

2025.27 Thus immediately replacing every coal-fired 

power station worldwide, using efficiently structured 

finance, would be cost-neutral by 2022 and save 

over $100 billion/y by 2025, plus provide climate 

and health benefits.28 Stranded gas-fired plants and 

their fuel infrastructure come next. As Bloomberg 

New Energy Finance (BNEF) concluded in December 

2020,29 “Variable renewables and back-up are the 

cheapest new-build option to meet a flat load”—not the 

venerable “baseload” units of a bygone era—and that 

backup often needs no fossil or nuclear fuels either.30

This market-driven shift to renewable electricity 

unleashes powerful deflationary forces across the 

economy,31 and will transform geopolitics.32 The 

parallel revolution in electric vehicles, with GM 

pledging to exit fueled autos by 2035, Volvo and 

Ford Europe by 2030, VW reportedly by 2026, and 

Jaguar by 2025, makes renewable deployment faster 

and cheaper. Their batteries—in smart bidirectional-
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charging autos,33 retired from them, or simply made 

cheap and ubiquitous by their volume—meanwhile 

make rooftop 24/7 solar power cheaper than grid 

power (and more resilient: most outages start in  

the grid). 

Most new California renewable projects already 

incorporate batteries, helping US storage additions 

just in 4Q2020 to exceed the 2013–19 total.34 

The world in 2020 added about as much lithium-

ion grid storage capacity (5.3 GW, 10.7 GWh35) as 

nuclear power (5.52 GW, nearly all offset by nuclear 

retirements). Eight other kinds of carbon-free grid-

flexibility resources cost even less than batteries.36,37  

Perhaps because traditional economics teaches 

us to allocate scarcity, not spawn abundance, an 

important dynamic is often overlooked. It takes over 

as those grid-balancing resources augment renewable 

portfolios over the next decade or two, all getting ever 

cheaper, hence more dominant, hence even cheaper. 

Capacity to ensure reliable service in the calmest and 

cloudiest weather is often several times what the  

best conditions require. Such generous capacity still 

wins even at present prices—which will halve again  

with volume—and can be further expanded with  

modest investments. 

Experts unused to such “overcapacity” debate how 

much extra solar, wind, and grid-balancing capacity 

we’ll need to supply electricity reliably in those worst 

conditions. But they ask only whether we can afford 

enough renewables—not what they’d be worth if 

bought. Once they’re bought for reliability, most of the 

time the renewable system can produce severalfold 

more electricity than buildings, present industry, and 

electric automobiles need. Those frequent surpluses38 

—their capital costs paid, their operating costs near 

zero—can be profitably priced to displace the fossil 

fuels burned directly in heavy transport and industry. 

Crediting that surplus flips the story: it reveals how to 

win the decarbonization endgame by displacing and 

undercutting fossil fuels in heavy vehicles and industry 

too, while creating a fat extra margin for renewable 

owners.39 Fossil-fuel game over.

Thus cheap, ubiquitous, renewable electricity will 

enable and reward promptly electrifying virtually all 

fossil-fuel uses, either directly or by making renewable 

electricity into carbon-free hydrogen or ammonia,40 

and most easily if electricity is very efficiently used. In 

2020, global solar and wind power produced about a 

tenth of global electricity. Global electricity in turn was 

three times smaller than fossil fuels burned directly 

for heat and mobility, leaving plenty of renewable 

growth to elicit and reward.41

That electrification often brings first-mover 

advantage, creating lock-in for the nearly all-electric 

future (“nearly” because some direct solar heat and 

solar fuels may still compete). But as we’ll see, and 

as the companion paper elaborates, this logic applies 

to clean-energy buyers as well as sellers, so lock-ins 

on both the demand and supply sides can reinforce 

each other to create a unique double lock-in. Here’s 

how that game-changing strategy for the carbon-free 

endgame could play out,42 starting with the heavy 

transport that emits more than two-fifths of “harder-

to-abate” CO
2
.
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Heavy Transport

Trucks 

Of the transport that uses roughly half the world’s oil, three-fourths fuels road vehicles, among which 

trucks rank second, using about 18% of all oil compared with 27% for passenger vehicles. More than half 

of heavy transport CO
2
, or 7.5% of global CO

2
, comes from heavy road vehicles, chiefly 18-wheel Class 8 

trucks averaging approximately 6 miles per US gallon of diesel fuel. Better driving can yield 7.25 mpg,43  

and with streamlining and better tires, 10.1 mpg.44 Major makers’ 2016 test trucks got 12–13 mpg;45,46 one 

projects about 15 mpg in 2021.47 Tesla’s battery-electric Semi (Exhibit 1) gets over 17 mpg-equivalent 

(mpge), or probably around 21 mpge with two trailers per tractor,48 and emits nothing.49 What does this 

tripled efficiency imply, and how can it be sped?

Designing out deadweight, air drag, and tire rolling 

resistance shrinks propulsion needs and may soon 

recoup electric drive’s extra capital cost, just as 

BMW’s 4X-efficiency i3 electric car paid for its carbon-

fiber body by needing fewer batteries and simpler 

manufacturing.50,51 Efficient trucks also shrink their 

costly charging infrastructure and power supplies. 

Coordinating truck arrivals like airplane landings to 

slot into available recharging bays could minimize 

waiting, smooth electric loads, minimize electricity 

prices, and enable valuable grid transactions that earn 

money while the driver sleeps. 

US electric trucks are forecast to grow from 2,000-

odd in 2019 to over 54,000 by 2025,52 sped by major 

early fleet adoptions, strengthening business cases, 

and barrier-busting.53 Europe’s largest truck makers 

have sped by a decade, to 2040, their last sales of 

CO
2
-emitting vehicles.54 
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Exhibit 1  Tesla’s 2021 Semi Class 8 Battery-Electric Truck 

Image courtesy of Tesla Inc.

Tesla’s 2021 Semi Class 8 battery-electric truck promises 500-mile full-load range (the 

average US haul length)—ultimately about 620 miles with the firm’s latest batteries in 2021 

production scaleup—plus 400 miles of added range from a half-hour’s recharge at 10X 

Supercharger speed. The 50% base-price premium is said to pay back in two years from halved 

operating cost (and then a million-mile warranty), and could vanish in this decade with cheaper 

batteries, since the rest of the powertrain is cheaper than diesel and the rest of the rig should 

cost little extra.55 The Semi has 40% sleeker aerodynamics, 3X–5X faster acceleration, and 

one-third-faster hill-climbing (5% grade, fully laden) than a standard diesel truck. Payload 

should be within 1 ton of normal as battery weight and about 400 kg of electric motor system 

are offset by lightening elsewhere,56 including roughly 3 tons of avoided diesel propulsion 

system and fuel.
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Electric trucking is easiest with single-shift fixed-

base vehicles and on longer regular routes. Though 

often “targeted straight at the taillights” of Tesla,57 

which sold 23% of the world’s 2020 battery-electric 

cars, its many competitors aren’t just scaling electric 

trucks, pickups, and vans; they’re filling niches from 

mining trucks to excavators, garbage and bucket 

trucks to urban delivery vehicles.58,59 A thousand 

vans, rickshaws, and scooters are electrifying 36 Delhi 

firms’ last-mile deliveries as India moves to electrify 

taxi aggregators like Uber and Ola.60,61

Data from 50,000 Shenzhen electric logistics vehicles 

confirm that rapid electrification of urban logistics is 

practical and profitable.62 China’s 2019 two-wheeler 

sales were 61% electric; the government plans to 

electrify 20% of new cars by 2025 and implied all 

would be electric by 2035.63 In big and small vehicles, 

using batteries and fuel cells,64 electrification will 

challenge both oil and advanced biofuels.65

Efficient, electric trucks are just the start of efficient 

trucking.66 Especially in countries like China and India, 

eliminating overloading and its road damage would aid 

efficiency, public health, safety, climate, and profits. 

Smart logistics and packing can better fill cubic and 

weight capacity,67 employ idle trucks, and match trips 

with loads to minimize backhauls (empty running)—a 

waste estimated at ~40%,68 twice the US average, but 

best practice in the best-suited segments is ~5–8%.69 

Shifting more freight from trucks onto trains, barges, 

and ships could save ~16% of US trucking to 2050, 

and probably more abroad.70 Logistical and modal 

shifts could cut up to 20% of global heavy transport’s 

CO
2

71—or more as dwindling bulk-commodity shipments 

liberate rail and barge capacity. 

These technical, operational, and logistical savings 

all look profitable and can be quick:72 they halved 

Walmart’s 6,500-tractor heavy-truck fleet’s fuel 

intensity in 2005–15, raising savings to $1 billion/y, 

then saved another 11%  through 2019.73 Shipped 

goods too can get lighter, smaller, and made nearby; 

smarter urban design and transit systems can unclog 

highways; convoys of autonomous trucks may save 

energy and scarce drivers; and Pony Express-like 

relays (so drivers can sleep at home each night) 

could help relieve that scarcity while better matching 

vehicles to topographies and nearly eliminating 

recharging delays. 

Policy will help, as a quarter-century of pollution 

reductions from US trucks prove. The EU requires 

30% heavy-truck CO
2
-intensity cuts for 2019–30, 

encouraged by 18 firms with €325 billion/y revenue. 

California and 14 state-level partners, building on 

their Zero-Emissions Vehicle automotive rules and 

tradeable credits, mandated 2024–50 scaleup 

to 100% zero-emissions trucks and buses—also 

an environmental justice win, since diesel trucks 

disproportionately pollute communities of color. 

Public bulk procurements can build volume, cut cost, 

and gain experience faster. “Feebates”—fees on 

inefficient trucks and rebates to efficient new trucks—

can apply social discount rates to private purchases, 

focusing buyers on lifecycle savings (revenue- and 

size-neutrally if desired).74 “Golden carrot” purchase 

commitments from major-customer consortia could 

speed and scale radical truck efficiency by derisking 

makers’ development investments.75,76 This could 

unbundle buying innovation from buying vehicles, 

reward bold innovation over timid incrementalism, and 

transform vendors’ and customers’ cultures.

All major makers are developing e-trucks—Calstart 

expects 169 diverse models on the California market in 

2021—and the industry is no longer innovation-averse. 

Battery costs are already falling at least as quickly 

as solar costs; adding truck batteries to car and 

utility batteries will drive volume up and price down 

sooner. Scaling their materials doesn’t look seriously 

problematic.77 Truckstop-scale recharging is a worthily 

tough but solvable challenge.
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Buses and Trains

Buses use roughly 3% of the world’s oil. As with 

trucks, intercity buses’ air drag (halved by Québec’s 

Volvo Prevost) and tire losses are the main energy 

wasters. The Global Fuel Economy Initiative for global 

transit buses targets 65% less CO
2
/mile by 2035, 

95% by 2050.78 A Class 8 electric truck can go over 

500 miles, so an electric bus half its weight can too. 

Shenzhen built a nearly 4X-efficiency electric bus fleet 

the size of London’s entire bus fleet in eight years. 

China, where 59% of 2019 new buses were electric, 

has 99% of the world’s half-million electric buses, 

planned to double by 2025. They drove about 40% of 

the world’s bus-miles in 2020.

E-bus production is springing up from Changsha to 

Chennai, Burlingame to Kampala. Battery leasing and 

electric tariff arbitrage look attractive.79 Most trains, 

many urban buses, and even some heavy trucks can 

also use overhead catenaries rather than batteries.

Steel wheels make trains efficient, but reducing weight 

and air resistance can about redouble efficiency while 

diesel trains electrify or switch to hydrogen.80 New 

transit options, from bus rapid transit to ultralight 

rail,81 can slash costs while improving speed and 

versatility. High-speed rail is becoming an important 

competitor to less-efficient air travel, and on routes 

where trains are faster, some European countries are 

taxing or prohibiting commercial flights.
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Airplanes

Aviation emits 3% of global CO
2
 but has a total climate 

forcing apparently ~3X larger (due chiefly to contrail 

cirrus).82 At most 1% of the world’s people cause 

most aviation emissions.83 Flying grew quickly until 

the 2020 pandemic. Forecast post-pandemic growth, 

less increased virtual travel,84 conventionally swamps 

routine efficiency gains (IATA expects ~30%–45% 

by 2050), small modal shifts, and replacing kerosene 

with severalfold-costlier biofuels. Yet aviation “is on 

the brink of the biggest revolution since the 1930s”85—

electrification. The National Academies in 2016 said 

doubling batteries’ energy density would take 20 

years; it took three. Electric propulsion (at least at 

cruise) already makes sense for short-haul planes—

perhaps mid-hauls if even better batteries succeed, 

such as safe lithium-air or lithium-sulfur. Long-hauls 

could use liquid-green-hydrogen "cryoplanes.”86 That’s 

good for climate, bad for oil: BP in 2019 forecast 79% 

of 2017–40 global growth in refined-product demand 

would come from aviation.87,88 

Better engines, lighter, sleeker airframes, and filled 

seats cut 1960–2000-certified airplanes’ block 

fuel use by 70%. Incremental 2%/y efficiency 

gains continued so predictably that Boeing’s 2025 

offering revealed in 2019 (NMA/“797”) reportedly 

matched RMI’s 2002 forecast.89 Yet far better, truly 

superefficient planes can now offset costlier biofuels 

and speed electrification. 

Little-noticed by most analysts, the best kerosene-

fueled jetliners designed a decade ago are three to five 

times more efficient than today’s fleet.90 Two recent 

variants (Exhibit 2a and 2b) could save respectively 

60% and 72% of fuel compared with 2005 best-in-

class models.91 Such savings look attractive because 

fuel is a dominant cost, it needs more fuel to carry 

itself, and lightening a typical US jetliner by one pound 

saves fuel worth ~$1,000 present value. But even 

better designs are emerging.

An astonishing 2020 prototype piston-engine business 

plane with advanced aerodynamics and lightweighting 

(Exhibit 2c) is reportedly eight times more efficient 

(18–25 mpg versus 2–3 mpg) and costs six times 

less to operate than a business jet. Targeting first 

deliveries in 2025 and perfectly suiting convenient 

point-to-point route architectures, it could compete 

with airlines’ cost per seat-mile while offering 

business-jet amenity and convenience, and be a strong 

candidate for disruptive electrification. A nearly 

doubled-volume version capable of well over 20 roomy 

seats has already been designed.

Among other emerging gamechangers, GE Additive’s 

2017 3D-printed business-jet turbofan engine delivered 

10% more power from 5% less weight with 20% less 

fuel and 99% fewer parts. Simpler manufacturing 

made a 95%-carbon-fiber mid-1990s Lockheed-Martin 

Skunk Works fighter-plane design one-third lighter but 

two-thirds cheaper than its 72%-metal predecessor.92 

Lattices robotically assembled from centimeter-

scale plastic cells can form tough 98%–99%-lighter 

structures (Exhibit 3)93 with real-time shapes that can 

morph, displacing mechanical flaps and even passively 

self-optimizing like birds’ wings. To supercharge these 

innovations, a “golden carrot” customer-consortium 

commitment to bulk-buy severalfold-more-efficient 

planes could remove market risk, excite visionary 

aviation technologists and leaders, and transform 

aviation forever.
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Exhibit 2  Innovative Airplane Designs

Exhibit 3  Innovative Aviation Technologies

Image credits: a: courtesy of NASA, b: courtesy of NASA, c: courtesy of Otto Aviation 

Image credits: left: courtesy of NASA Ames Research Center,96  right: Courtesy of Eli Gershenfeld, NASA Ames Research Center

A B C

Innovative designs like a–b from NASA/Boeing (and others) offer ~60–80% fuel savings using decade-

old technologies.94 Otto Aviation’s August 2020 Celera 500L prototype (c), an 8X-more-efficient six-seat 

luxury plane, could connect almost any US city pair nonstop at 450 mph.95 

An experimental 4.3-m-long wing model made of a membrane-covered lattice of molded plastic cells (L) 

was 59X or 98.3% less dense than a typical metal airplane wing. With the strength and toughness of 

bulk elastomers but the gossamer density of aerogel, such structures could make airplanes of any form 

(R), and continuously self-optimize aerodynamic shape. Lattices made of carbon fiber or commercial 

carbon nanotubes could be on the order of 10X–100X stiffer and stronger still. Such cellular lattices open 

revolutionary prospects for ultralighting, aerodynamics, and cost reduction. Already prototyped for cars 

with Toyota and planes with Airbus, they could even permit a “vacuum balloon,” buoyant in but not crushed 

by the atmosphere, with two dozen times the lifting power of a 747 jetliner. 
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Ships

The number two-emitting heavy transport sector is 

also shifting course. Marine shipping is the world’s 

sixth-biggest carbon emitter—bigger than Germany. 

But transparent efficiency data are increasingly 

differentiating efficient vessels that get chartered 

from inefficient ones that get idled, then retrofitted 

or scrapped. New vessels can about double efficiency 

(or more97). Ferries, tugs, and barges are electrifying, 

many with simple retrofit kits; Norway alone ran more 

than 30 electric ferries in 2020, doubling in 2021.98 In 

early 2021, about 500 electric ships were in use.

Modern sails are sprouting too:99 as George Dyson 

points out, freight by sail was highly sophisticated 

and commercially successful before slower but more-

predictable fossil-fueled shipping with lower labor 

costs displaced it. Transoceanic carriers will also fuel-

switch, plausibly to carbon-free ammonia. Maersk, the 

world’s largest shipper, requires all its new ships to 

accept carbon-neutral fuels; will launch in 2023 (seven 

years early) the first carbon-neutral container vessel; 

and plans to cut its operations’ carbon intensity 

60% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.100 Such industry 

alignment on cutting the 6% of oil used and 3% of CO
2
 

emitted by ships sets an example for other sectors. 

So does the industry leadership shown in marine 

shipping’s Poseidon Principles.101

Summary

In heavy transport as elsewhere, efficiency is not 

a limited, dwindling, rising-cost resource but an 

expanding, falling-cost resource: the more you seek, 

the more you find. This cornucopia is the manual 

model—one must turn the crank—but a strong 

arm persistently applied can make three-year-old 

assessments look conservative. Plummeting costs 

will speed electrification too as heavy fleets grow, 

and may unlock early retirements using coal-plant-

like financing. So with heavy transport’s “hard-to-

abate” emissions offering attractive solutions, might 

industrial heat’s CO
2
— spurred by demand pull and the 

new Coalition on Materials Emissions Transparency 

(COMET)102—offer similar surprises?103 
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Industrial Heat
Of the flow of matter in the ~1990 US economy (excluding water returned clean), only 7% got into 

products and 1% into durable products—of which only 1/50th ultimately returned to create more value.104 

This roughly 99.98% waste may be the world’s biggest business opportunity. Producing materials emits 

one-fourth of global CO
2
,105,106 the biggest threat, and global materials intensity is generally trending 

upward. That combination is ripe for innovation.

Three sectors dominate. Of the “harder-to-abate” 

~35% of global CO
2
 emissions, roughly one-fifth 

comes from making iron and steel, one-fifth from 

making and curing cement,107 and one-tenth from 

making chemicals—60% fertilizers and thermoplastics. 

Encouragingly, the world’s leading makers of steel 

(ArcelorMittal and China Baowu), aluminum (En+), 

cement (LafargeHolcim), and readymix concrete 

(HeidelbergCement, the number two cement-

maker), plus many rivals, have announced aggressive 

decarbonization targets, including long-term net-zero-

carbon ambitions. 

China’s 2060 carbon-neutrality pledge will similarly 

guide its giant materials industries. And all industries 

will move far faster to renewable energy, such as green 

hydrogen (made by splitting water with renewable 

electricity), where CO
2
 emissions are properly priced: 

$50/tCO
2
 would push green hydrogen into steel- and 

cement-making, $100/t by 2050 into nearly 30% of 

global emissions.108

Calcining limestone, reducing iron ore, and 

steam-cracking hydrocarbons currently need 

~1,100°C–1,600˚C “process heat.” Most producers 

focus more on saving heat than on saving  

electricity,109 which renewables will make increasingly 

carbon free. Renewable heat’s ~9% share of global 

heat consumption must soar too.110 Renewable 

electricity can efficiently deliver any desired 

temperature directly or via infrared, microwaves, 

plasmas, or hydrogen. 
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BloombergNEF in April 2021 expected solar power in 

2050 to be 40% cheaper than estimated two years 

earlier, making solar- or wind-electric hydrogen 

remarkably competitive in most markets by 2030  

and in all by 2050.111,112 Alternatively, solar-heated air 

at 900˚C –1,000˚C has been demonstrated; Heliogen’s 

system will provide process heat for Rio Tinto’s  

borate refinery in California, while CEMEX and 

Synhelion are building a solar-heated cement pilot 

plant exceeding 1,500˚C.113

High-temperature solar heat with overnight storage 

like 247Solar’s should compete with 24/7 coal or 

gas heat. Solar troughs producing steam up to about 

250˚C cheaper than from natural gas, plus heat pumps 

amplifying clean electricity severalfold up to 200+̊ C, 

can together match at least a third, perhaps as much 

as half, of industrial heat use. Some entrepreneurs 

even deliver renewable process heat as a service: you 

just tell them how much and how hot you need when. 

All substitutions of heat sources get faster and 

cheaper if efficient equipment, processes, and 

products need less or cooler heat. Yet many factories 

do low-temperature tasks with ~2,000+̊ C flames— 

“like cutting butter with a chainsaw.”114 In contrast, 

Tesla’s solar-powered, zero-combustion battery-

making Gigafactory got its Nevada air permit in a  

half-hour, not six-plus months, then met its biggest 

process heat load not with 1,000 gas-fired kilowatts 

but with one 15-kilowatt electric heat pump 

delivering solvent redistillation’s needed temperature 

difference—just 1.5C .̊ 

Exhibit 4  Retrofit Energy Savings and Newbuild Savings from Redesigning Industrial Facilities

Image credits: courtesy RMI/LALLC

Retrofit (left chart) can cut energy use by about 30%–60% and newbuild (right chart) can save about 

40%–90+% as designed or measured in RMI’s redesigns of diverse, generally large, industrial facilities 

worth a total of more than $50 billion.115

Solid dots are built projects, open circles are not yet built, shaded dots have incomplete data, and bubble 

sizes have no significance. CDU refers to a refinery’s crude distillation unit. The retrofit graph’s large 

brown dot approximates typical performance by energy service companies delivering dis-integrated 

design. The small brown dot averages 62 projects in 2017 in 22 countries by one of the best ESCOs 

(Crowley Carbon) with 37% primary energy savings and 2.8-y average payback—optimized and sustained 

by monitoring and diagnostic software absent in most RMI retrofits, so combining packages should 

improve both that ESCO’s results and RMI’s.
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Integrative design also saves far more energy than 

normally assumed, and at lower cost, in producing and 

fabricating materials, including those (like chemicals) 

not explicitly treated here. The potential for saving 

fossil fuels and electricity in diverse industrial 

processes is illustrated by empirical design results 

(Exhibit 4) from several decades of RMI’s practice.

Saving, preserving, and recovering heat remains 

imperative—especially for cement, where conventional 

decarbonization could double price per ton and 

dominate the total abatement cost of the “big three” 

sectors.116 Classical industrial heat-saving,117 often 

slow, could get leapfrogged as microfluidics, synthetic 

biology,118 and new catalysts119—enormously sped by 

light, electricity, or tuned vibrations—retire chemistry’s 

old high-temperature reactions.120,121 But even bigger 

solutions hiding in plain sight save energy-intensive 

materials via two expanding and surprisingly neglected 

menus122,123: a more-circular economy (saving up to 

37% of steel, 34% of cement, 40% of aluminum, and 

56% of plastics124), plus wide, deep redesigns and 

substitutions only starting to be explored. Materials 

we don’t use need no energy to make or move.

Saving Energy-Intensive Materials

Even if making ammonia at ambient temperature and 

pressure—a revolutionary prospect now in the lab—

came to market, or if wind-powered hydrogen took 

over conventional production,125 precisely applied 

synthetic nitrogen fertilizer would still make soil emit 

more nitrous oxide (a potent greenhouse gas), not 

make agriculture durable. Emulating natural systems—

not treating soil like dirt—appears to offer similar or 

better yields, comparable co-benefits, health, and 

resilience, and a sounder social and business model.126 

Plastics’ ~$350 billion/y externalities should motivate 

frugal and judicious use and reuse.127 Refineries may 

replace distillation with membranes, but electric 

vehicles need no refineries. Steel and cement could 

devour half the world’s remaining carbon budget (to 

2060, for 50% odds of limiting global warming to 

1.5C˚)128 if today’s wasteful construction methods and 

emissions-intensive manufacturing processes endure—

or could lucratively transcend them. The following 

gallery of opportunities focuses on buildings and 

autos, together responsible for half the CO
2
 from steel, 

aluminum, cement, and plastics.129 Buildings alone use 

half the cement and over one-third of the steel.130

In 2019, the International Energy Agency found  

a 2060 technical potential to save about 82% of  

steel and 90% of cement by systematic and 

comprehensive gains in materials efficiency across  

the value chain.131 This bonanza was without even 

analyzing many opportunities covering half of steel 

and cement use and two opportunities covering all 

cement use. Nearly half of that impressive 5X–10X 

materials-saving technical potential was found 

practical, totaling 39% of business-as-usual steel 

use and 38% of cement. Now let’s explore why the 

practical potential could actually be much larger than 

those impressive and authoritative estimates.
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Iron and Steel 

The world makes 3,500 grades of steel totaling more 

weight than any other manufactured material, but its 

dominant (and dirty132) blast furnaces are losing favor: 

electric steelmaking is common, renewable-hydrogen 

steelmaking is emerging, and both are shedding cost 

as renewable power drops below 2¢/kWh. Swedish-

piloted hydrogen-based CO
2
-free primary steelmaking 

(targeting scaleup to 5 million tons/y by 2028133) 

would cost about 20%–30% more with 4¢/kWh– 

5¢/kWh Northern European clean electricity, but 

not with cheaper renewables elsewhere. Instead, 

hydrogen-based CO
2
-free primary steelmaking 

could achieve a fully loaded $400/t, matching many 

existing fossil-fueled steel mills. This requires 2.5¢/

kWh renewable electricity, already common, powering 

$450/kW electrolyzers, around today’s best price but 

likely to halve in this decade. 

With lower capital cost and no coking coal, new green 

steel mills, say at or near Australian iron-ore mines 

as Fortescue Metals Group plans, could strand today’s 

assets as swiftly as basic oxygen furnaces with 

similar economic advantages dropped open-hearth 

steelmaking’s US capacity share from 90% to 10% 

in 20 years.134,135 Moreover, with steel as with other 

materials, materials cost is enormously diluted by 

other costs, contributing only slightly to the cost of 

finished goods, so even substantially costlier green 

basic materials would scarcely affect consumers.136 

Steelmakers’ average energy intensity has halved 

since 1950 (though only by just over 10% in the 

past 25 years), with tens of percent to go. But how 

efficiently steel is used is twice as important.137 

Steel is used half for construction138 (of which 64% 

is for buildings and 34% is for infrastructure) plus 

industrial equipment (16%, four-fifths mechanical), 

vehicles (13%, half autos), and miscellaneous (18%). 

Astonishingly, as we’ll see next, much if not most steel 

is wasted, so a green steel industry could need far less 

capacity and production than exist today, needing less 

investment and less time to build it. Where are these 

vast steel savings?

In buildings, better-designed beams and columns can 

safely save at least 45% of their structural steel and 

15%–30% of their rebar;139 indeed, as noted below, 

the supported weight can often be about halved, and 

steel rebar can often be advantageously eliminated 

by noncorrodible substitutes (or simply by better 

concretes). Three leading structural engineering firms 

confirmed in interviews that they can typically save 

half the concrete and steel normally used in structures 

—about 20% by correcting common sloppiness and 

roughly 30% by better design and materials.140 

(Savings are far bigger in countries where prudent 

builders guard against corruption or poor quality 

by doubling steel rather than focusing on project 

management.)

Efficient use of automotive sheet steel could save 

one-fourth its emissions and costs,141,142 while normal 

steel lightweighting and substituting aluminum could 

annually save about 1 gigaton (Gt) of CO
2
 by 2050, 

then more by enabling fuller recycling.143,144 With more 

difficulty but greater rewards (two-thirds of US autos' 

fuel use is caused by their weight145,146), switching to 

carbon-fiber composites could cut a typical auto’s iron 

and steel content by 90% or nearly 1,700 kg147—3X 

normal assumptions, and China targets 79% by 

2030.148 This offers huge indirect benefits,149 including 

roughly 2X–3X savings on propulsive energy, battery 

sizing, and recharging investments (Exhibit 5). 

As noted above, BMW’s profitable carbon-fiber-bodied 

electric i3 disproved conventionally assumed higher 

cost in 2013; its lightweighting was approximately 

free.150 IEA assumes only 40% lightweighting by 

2060, yet finds that total steel demand to make autos, 

instead of rising 20% in 2017–60, could fall by 85% 

as materials substitutions combine with efficiencies in 

producing and fabricating steel.151 Either way, largely 

steel-free vehicles are just the start of multiplicative 

shifts. A lucrative vehicle-sharing business model 

could cut 70% off the 2050 CO
2
 embodied in EU 

autos’ materials.152 Autos are also the second-biggest 

household asset in most developed economies, yet sit 

~95% idle—an irresistible target for diverse IT-based 

monetizers of idle assets, like Uber and Lyft—not to 

mention new-urbanist design, virtual mobility, and 

desubsidization that could slash the need to drive, let 

alone to own a personal vehicle.
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Exhibit 5  Current and Upcoming Efficient Cars

Image credits: a: courtesy of BMW Press, b: courtesy of BMW Press, c: RMI, d: courtesy of Toyota, e: RMI, f: courtesy of 
Aptera, g: courtesy of Raoul Cooijmans with Lightyear
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Steel-dominated autos face competition from innovations like BMW’s 4X-efficiency 2013–24 i3 (a). The 

extra cost of its body’s carbon-fiber composites (b) was offset by integrative design,153,154 validating 

claims for a 4X–6X-efficiency carbon-fiber SUV design (c) done in 2000.155 Toyota’s 2007 1/X carbon-fiber 

concept hybrid (d)—400 kg with Prius volume and powertrain—demonstrated 70% lightweighting. Even the 

2009 aluminum-dominated Bright IDEA prototype hybrid utility/delivery van (e) saved a ton and most of 

its batteries, offering 3X–12X efficiency at competitive cost. Next, taking aim at recharging infrastructure 

by roughly doubling Tesla Model 3 efficiencies, two light, low-drag electric vehicles powered largely or 

wholly by their topside solar cells156—the 343-mpge two-seat composite Aptera (f) and 251-mpge five-seat 

mainly-light-metal Lightyear One (g)—are planned for late-2021 initial production. And even without such 

integrative design, carbon-fiber costs could soon reach levels at which they can displace ~1–2 tons of iron 

and steel per auto—especially if automakers count cost not by the kilogram or part but by the car, the way 

we buy them. The era of the two-ton steel car is drawing to a close.
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Light Metals

Aluminum use has soared 30X since 1950 and causes 

~3% of “harder-to-abate” or 1% of total CO
2
 emissions. 

Its energy inputs are roughly one-third heat and 

two-thirds electricity. Like pulp and paper, its CO
2
 

is relatively easy to abate. Over half the smelting 

is in China, mostly powered by inefficient captive 

coal plants with more capacity than Germany’s coal 

plants.157 Shifting to renewables should be sped by the 

London Metal Exchange’s proposal to label and trade 

low-carbon aluminum from 1H2021.158,159 Smelters can 

also valuably help balance the grid. 

Elysis, an Apple-backed Alcoa-Rio Tinto joint venture, 

has demonstrated ceramic replacements—carbon-free 

and 30X longer-lasting—for carbon anodes, eliminating 

process CO
2
 emissions. Audi will use that product 

for aluminum wheels, while BMW will use Emirates 

Global Aluminium’s CelestiAL metal smelted with solar 

electricity. Analogous process improvements continue 

with magnesium and titanium.

Light metals’ premium value in electric vehicles, where 

the metals’ saved weight offsets heavy and costly 

batteries, is increasing their use.160 So are new casting 

methods, alloys, and forms. Recycling’s huge energy 

savings rise with 3X–5X-more-efficient remelting 

methods,161 heat-saving ways to refine bauxite into 

alumina (commonly at 145˚C–265˚C, easily solar), and 

avoiding process losses that mean “around half of all 

liquid aluminum never reaches a final product.”162 
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Cement and Concrete 

The world’s four billion tons of cement per year 

are comparable in mass to global food production. 

Cement’s CO
2
 emissions are 7%–8% of the global 

total, and like steel’s, exceed those of any country 

except China and the United States. Half the cement 

binds sand and gravel to make concrete; the rest 

makes mortar, plaster, and blocks. Half the cement 

ends up in buildings, half in roads, bridges, and other 

infrastructure. At least 70% of the total CO
2
 from 

making concrete comes from making the roughly 10% 

of its mass that is cement—not including CO
2
 gradually 

reabsorbed later (“carbonation,” discussed below) as 

the cement partly reverses the reaction that released 

the CO
2
 by calcining limestone.163

Traditional remedies start by making Portland cement 

with less, cooler, and cleaner heat,164,165 and by 

adopting proven substituents (like fly-ash, slag, and 

burned rice hulls), aerated mixes, biocements, and 

alternative supplementary cementitous materials like 

calcined clays and mechanically activated pozzolans166, 
167 (which can cut CO

2
 52%–70%168). 

These changes in the composition of concrete are 

simple, quick, and powerful. Concrete’s cement 

content can vary up to threefold without affecting 

performance, so thoroughly optimizing concrete mixes 

and constituents could save up to 50% of CO
2
. That 

includes roughly 15%–30% just by global adoption of 

limestone calcined clay cement, and correcting sloppy 

practices that can waste over half the cement in 

poorly run concrete-block factories and construction 

sites.169

A third of LafargeHolcim’s 2019 net sales were from 

a portfolio of 23 green solutions including ECOPact, 

which offers 30%–100% carbon reductions, or 

even more by adding circularity options. A deeper 

opportunity, but slower—because the construction 

sector is fragmented, sluggish, and deeply risk-

averse—is novel cement chemistries. 

Solidia’s lower-cost low-calcium patchable cement, 

marketed with Lafarge,170 saves 50%–70% of CO
2
 

emissions for nonreinforced precast products (under 

10% of the market, but potentially rising to 30% as 

corrosion-resistant reinforcement is demonstrated), 

15%–25+% for the ready-mix remainder. The firm’s 

lab-scale gamechanger, with better properties and 

perhaps lower cost, cures not with water or CO
2
 but 

with carboxylates such as oxalates (makeable from CO
2
 

and renewable electricity). Then instead of emitting 

approximately 1.5 carbon atoms per calcium atom (1 

from calcination, about 0.5 from fuel), cement could 

sequester 2–4 gross or 0.5–2.5 net, making cement a 

major net carbon sink.171,172 

Carbon-negative competitors like Carbicrete, 

biocements made at room temperature,173 and even 

electrochemical cement-making processes are 

emerging.174 An unreinforced compressed concrete 

with just 4%–5% polymeric binder, displacing all 

conventional cement, is claimed to be cheaper and 

stronger than typical steel-reinforced concrete.175
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Saving Materials

Complementary and even more powerful is to need 

less,176 use other, use less,177 use longer,178 use again,179 

and align incentives. “As much as half of the solution 

may be changes to how concrete is specified and 

used;” optimizing EU cement use could in principle 

provide the same 2050 services using 65% less 

cement by designing out both excessive cement and 

wasted concrete.180 Saving concrete usually also 

saves its steel reinforcing bars (rebar): in very high-

rise buildings, thinner columns made of very-high-

strength concrete can save up to 50% of the steel 

reinforcement too. Saved tons of concrete multiply by 

saved tons of cement per ton of concrete (up to 3X as 

noted above) and by saved CO
2
 per ton of cement. The 

more you decompose these terms, the more granular 

and cumulatively large the opportunities you discover.

Savings multiply further if we delve into root causes: 

do we really need all that stuff made of cement? The 

remote infrastructure providing six kinds of services 

to new buildings can often be replaced by on-site 

techniques saving the concrete and steel in the 

infrastructure and all the pipes and wires in between,181 

at lower cost to society and probably to developers. 

Making impervious landscape spongy can manage 

stormwater without concrete drainpipes.182 Replacing 

separate specialized buildings with multipurpose and 

mixed-use can save structures and travel. Additive 

manufacturing, such as 3D printing, enables airy bone-

like structures using no factory and little metal, and if 

done locally, can save steel vehicles and concrete-and-

steel roads and warehouses. 

Microreactors etched into stacked silicon wafers may 

control chemical reactions so precisely that they 

make only pure product, eliminating the 80%–90% 

of many chemical plants (made of concrete and steel) 

devoted to separating unwanted byproducts. Shared 

and connected mobility saves roads and parking. So 

does virtual mobility that ships electrons and leaves 

the heavy nuclei at home. And designing cities around 

people, not cars, can save one-third of concrete and 

two-thirds of driving while improving quality of life. 

These savings often compound.

Mobility-as-a-service in 2019 had 50 million drivers 

serving a billion ride-hailers who wanted to go 

somewhere, not own a vehicle. The analogous 

solutions-economy business model183—one of five 

strategic innovations discussed in the companion 

paper (“Trucks, Planes, and Steel: Decarbonizing the 

Toughest Sectors”)—can lease structural performance 

rather than selling tons of cement and steel, so the 

provider and customer both make more money from 

fewer tons. Both parties’ interests are aligned on doing 

more and better with less for longer. The provider can 

also reward structural engineers for delivering the 

best performance with the least material.184 When I 

suggested this a few years ago to the head of a giant 

cement company, he replied, “Good idea. I have 200 

people working on that right now.”
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Structural Efficiency

Rewarding elegantly frugal design may even wring 

up to an order of magnitude more work from cement 

and steel—not just the roughly 20% conventionally 

assumed—by exploiting two partly overlapping 

opportunities. The first is that materials-efficient 

design is rarely requested and even more rarely 

rewarded,185 so engineering culture and practice 

routinely tolerate and even extol grossly excessive 

design margins, often severalfold beyond reason.186 

The second is that even when [rarely] optimized, 

conventional practice adopts traditional, familiar, 

comfortable designs. 

The literature underlying the Energy Transitions 

Commission’s (ETC’s) Mission Possible report appears 

to overlook novel but proven structural concepts that 

exploit established engineering concepts in different 

and more original ways to achieve dramatic materials 

savings. These powerful design shifts combine with 

traditional design optimizations and the new materials 

and other system improvements described above. Yet 

even IEA’s valuable 2019 analysis assumes only 13% 

savings from structural optimization,187 then applies 

it sparingly and only to non-precasts. The following 

vignettes illustrate a far larger overlooked potential.

Substituting tension for compression structures 

(Exhibit 6a and 6b) improves strength, esthetics, 

and cost with typically ~80%–90% fewer tons. Shell, 

fabric, and cellular structures (like Exhibit 3) offer 

spectacular savings.188 Fabric forms’ optimal shapes 

can save at least half the concrete in beams (6c), 

sheets (6d), and other common cast-concrete shapes, 

all with the same or better performance.189,190 Concrete 

slabs can be carefully thinned by 75%–80%191 (6j 

and Exhibit 7c below) or replaced with lighter wood. 

Twisting the 128-story Shanghai Tower (Exhibit 6m), 

the world’s second-tallest building, shrank wind loads 

and their structural systems 24%, cutting materials 

costs by $58 million.

Weight savings snowball because you need less 

strength to hold up less weight. That helped New 

York’s Freedom Tower (Exhibit 6l) save 40% of its 

cement with a concrete mix 6X stronger than garden-

variety; today’s best is over 2X stronger still. Bridges 

too hold up mostly their own weight, but airy and 

robust concrete bridges can be 3D-printed (6h), like a 

swooping stainless-steel bridge built for Amsterdam 

(6i). More-uniform cement quality reduces the quantity 

needed to ensure performance—by ~3X when China 

switched from poor-quality shaft kilns. And concrete 

use per square meter of floor space rises steeply with 

height—by 20% going from 3 to 10 stories, or 50% 

going from 3 to 15192,193—so lower buildings with new-

urbanist layout can help. Just the novel 3for2 design 

(Exhibit 7d below) also reduces height by one-third for 

the same floor space and ceiling height.

Superstrong bulk materials can weigh almost nothing: 

in Exhibit 6k, TU Berlin’s structural engineering 

faculty stands on a 13-meter free span supported only 

by three carbon-fiber ribbons one millimeter thick. 

A thin carbon-fiber sheet can save two-thirds of the 

wood in a glulam beam or 30%–50+% of the concrete 

in a structural panel. Carbon-fiber anticorrosion wraps 

(6e) save the 30%–40% of concrete that adds weight 

but not strength, merely covering the corrodible 

steel rebar to protect it from rusting. Carbon (6f), 

fiberglass, or basalt (6g) rebar eliminates that 

steel.194,195 So does carbon-neutral bamboo-concrete 

where suitable,196 or carbon fiber used instead of steel 

strands to prestress slabs (6j and 7c), or the more 

bendable polymeric concrete mentioned above. 

Eliminating corrodible mild-steel rebar (or reliance 

on anti-rust coatings that can chip or fail) also brings 

another big benefit. In the roughly 20% of global 

construction sites that are rainy or humid, designers 

seek to block or slow concrete’s gradual absorption 

of CO
2
, lest the less-alkaline moisture in the concrete 

corrode steel rebar, risking structural failure. Most 

designers do this in the dominant drier climates too. 

But without steel rebar, designers could instead 

ease and speed beneficial carbonation and thus help 

future concrete, even with traditional composition, to 

reincorporate approximately 20%–25% of the process 

CO
2
 released into the atmosphere when originally 

making the cement.197,198 
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Exhibit 6  Examples of Structural Efficiency

Lower-cost, materials-frugal tension structures (a,b) can cut materials use ~80%–90%. Fabric-form beams 

(c), sheets (d), and other cast-concrete shapes save 50+% by putting material only where it’s needed. 

Carbon-fiber wraps save nonstructural cover concrete (e) to protect steel rebar, which carbon-fiber (f, 

compared with steel), glass-fiber, basalt (g), or bamboo reinforcements eliminate. 

3D printing can make an ultralight dendritic bridge (h, a rendering) or a real stainless one (i). Craned-in 

folded 4-cm carbon-reinforced concrete roof slabs replace 30 mm flat slabs for 80% materials savings (j). 

Three carbon-fiber ribbons 1 mm thick support a 13-m span (k). 

New York’s 541-m Freedom Tower saved 40% of its high-performance cement (l); the 632-m Shanghai 

Tower cut wind load structure 24% by twisting (m). Simón Vélez’s 2,150-m2 polygonal bamboo pavilion 

(n) built with hand tools by Colombian peasants used only 5% metal and 15% concrete, yet met German 

building codes.

Image credits: a: © Marcus Bredt, b: © sbp/Mathias Widmayer, c: courtesy of Matt West, d: courtesy of RP Schmitz, e: 
Mapei SpA, f: courtesy of SGL TECHNOLOGIES GmbH, g: courtesy of Smarter Building Systems, h: MX3D Bridge, design 
by Joris Laarman Lab, i: MX3D Bridge, design by Joris Laarman Lab, j: garage of a residential house, Berlin, Germany, © 
Mike Schlaich, k: courtesy of Achim Bleicher, n: courtesy of Amory Lovins
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Natural composites, notably wood and bamboo can 

also turn CO
2
 into complements or replacements 

for steel and concrete. Cross-laminated timber is 

replacing concrete floor slabs and beams, while 

beautiful, fire-safe, lower-cost, all-wood buildings 

move from midrise to high-rise.199,200  Some new wood 

towers are taller than 80 meters, with a 350-m 90%-

wood tower planned in seismic Tokyo. A remarkable 

handmade bamboo pavilion 40 meters in diameter, 

14.4 m high, with 7-m roof overhangs was transplanted 

to the Hannover Messe and earned its Colombian 

vernacular builders German Baumeister (Master 

Builder) certificates. Its 500-metric-ton total mass 

included 100 tons of bamboo, 75 of concrete, and 10 of 

iron and steel (Exhibit 6n).201

Revolutionary, or rediscovered ancient,202 design 

frugality, if allowed by analytic methods and building 

codes, can transform even mundane and ubiquitous 

uses like the common reinforced-concrete floor 

slab. That flat slab limits sagging by compressing 

its top surface while stretching its bottom surface, 

but concrete has little tensile strength, and most of 

the concrete and steel are wasted deadweight. In 

contrast,203 a shallow thin-shelled dome, stiffened 

by thin ribs placed only where needed and rising to a 

flat upper surface (Exhibit 7a), bears its load solely 

through compression. This saves up to 70% of the 

concrete and all the steel—eliminating more than 

one-third of the building’s total structural mass, plus 

further weight in columns, footers, etc.204

A fiberglass-reinforced vaulted thin shell (7b) also 

shows impressive properties, potentially saving 64% 

of mass and 62% of embodied energy for a single 

floor.205 Even a vaulted 2-cm unreinforced concrete 

floor looks promising.206,207 Three vaulted masonry 

buildings thus had 4X–10X less embodied carbon 

intensity (CO
2
e/m2) than the average of 600 typical 

concrete-and-steel ones.208

Alternatively, a folded thin slab (7c, like Exhibit 6j but 

with live loads) uses corrugated geometry to save  

76% of the concrete and all the steel.209,210 And 

designing out the traditional 1–1.5 meter-high 

mechanical plenum between floors in a mid- or high-

rise building (7d) can fit three stories into the height  

of two without reducing ceiling heights. This saves 

more than 15% of structural core mass, 9% of 

glazing, and ~77% of energy in a high-rise, with faster 

build, 5% more rentable space from distributing 

mechanicals, and more stories or a shorter building.211

Further materials-saving design opportunities not 

illustrated here include layouts that reduce perimeter 

walls, terraced rather than single detached housing, 

and even, as in my house, recurving walls with 

greater strength and stiffness (plus seven other 

benefits). Similarly, gently curving the long axis of 

RMI’s Innovation Center bent its straight roof beams 

into shallow sideways arches that compressionally 

resist lateral wind loads without needing traditional 

X-bracing. 

Fractally at every scale, we can imitate nature’s 

mass-efficient designs, from trees to bird-bones.212 We 

can also imitate materials designs like the abalone’s 

otter-resistant shell—tougher than our best missile-

nose-cone ceramics, and made not in an incandescent 

furnace but by self-assembly in 4˚C seawater. Conch 

shell is 10X tougher still—1,000X as tough as the 

chalky mineral it’s made of. Sea-urchin spines’ self-

assembling mesocrystalline structure achieves 

40X–100X concrete’s bending strength. What could we 

do with that?
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Exhibit 7  Strength through Geometry

Image credits: a. ETH Zurich, Block Research 
Group / Photograph by Nick Krouwel, b: 
courstey of Will Hawkins, c: courtesy of Juan 
Pablo Osman Letelier, d: courtesy of CTBUH

Project supported by Siemens  
and Singapore ETH Centre Future  
Cities Laboratory

Elegant “strength through 

geometry” ways to save up to 

70% (a) of concrete floor-slab 

mass, which is about half the 

total structural mass of multi-

story buildings, by replacing a 

thick rectangular slab with a thin 

vaulted arch, built up to a flat top 

with stiffening ribs, plus exterior 

tensioning cables beneath the 

corners. Alternatively, using  

similar principles (b), textile- 

reinforced thin concrete shells 

permit vaulted floors saving  

53%–58% of embodied carbon  

and 43%–53% of their own 

weight (plus savings in supporting 

structures) with 6–18-m spans. 

(c) A 4X lighter floor-slab (or 5X  

lighter roof-slab as in Exhibit 6j) 

results from prestressing well-

chosen concrete with carbon-fiber 

rovings, not simply reinforcing it 

with steel rebar, and precasting 

it folded trapezoidally to gain 

stiffness like corrugated cardboard. 

(d) The “3for2” design in these 

conceptual schematic sections, 

proven in Singapore in 2015, 

vertically condenses buildings by 

one-third by replacing mechanical 

plena between the floors with 

distributed and integrated building 

systems, with great economic 

advantage and more than 15% 

savings in concrete and steel.

A

B

C

D
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Summary

IEA’s finding of a technical potential to save ~82% 

of steel and ~90% of cement—despite underscoping 

structural-design opportunities by manyfold (Exhibits 

6–7) and road-vehicle savings by at least twofold 

(Exhibit 5)—could plausibly be much more nearly 

approached by including such opportunities not 

previously synthesized or widely understood.

To be sure, high-strength steels and concretes do cost 

more but save money overall. Smart design costs less 

than the materials it saves: discriminating executives 

who insist on top-quality design gain competitive 

advantage by beating commoditized “infectious 

repetitis.” Saved materials need less supply-side 

decarbonization and produce profits to offset 

decarbonization’s costs where it’s still needed. Each 

overlooked benefit or misaligned incentive invites a 

new business model.213

Important 2018 assessments variously projected 

2050 materials-efficiency savings of 20% of steel,214 

or in principle 20%–30% of cement and steel in 

buildings.215 Yet for EU building materials efficiency 

they apparently adopted just 12% for steel and 14% 

for cement, scaling globally to about 9% and 11%.216 

How much more now looks practical and profitable?

The menu of materials savings just illustrated is so 

rich and rapidly expanding that it implies a scope 

for far higher ambition: at least by a factor of two 

just from well-executed structural efficiency. It even 

approaches an order of magnitude (a factor of about 

ten) when combined with alternative materials, 

more-efficient production processes, cleaner heat, 

and circularity. Fully used, this suite may rival clean 

electricity’s industrial decarbonization potential. Its 

benefits justify strenuous efforts to speed and raise 

the already-important projected 30% saving (1.2%/y) 

in materials and energy.217

Like everything else in energy, revolutionary change 

emerging in heavy industry makes three-year-old 

assumptions ripe to reexamine. Since respected 

assessments like the ETC’s 2018 Mission Possible 

report, the solar and wind share of global electricity 

has doubled while its grid-integrated cost has more 

than halved.218 In a few years, will this paper's 

snapshot of heavy transport and industrial heat look 

similarly conservative? 

And by the way, heavy transport and industrial heat 

interact: better Chinese cement needs less transport 

and infrastructure (trucks, trains, roads, bridges), 

boosting its direct CO
2
 savings by another 10% or so. 

Saved materials beget more savings. Easier savings 

enable harder ones: cellphone batteries enable car 

batteries whose scaling and refinement enable truck 

and airplane batteries whose cheapness and ubiquity 

also speed renewables’ takeover of electricity. Savings 

multiply across time, space, and sectors.
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Conclusion
These expanding opportunities, both old and new, make heavy transport and industrial heat look not 

uniquely hard but differently hard. Of course, none of this is easy, and subsectors like cement have 

unique institutional blockages. Policy, public, and investor push—plus big demand pull219—must vault 

a daunting array of barriers. Yet the “hard” sectors’ concentrated big players and large, high-duty 

combustion devices; operators’ relentlessly competitive focus on the business case;220 heavy trucks’ fast 

stock turnover;221 and innovative financing (like the methods now gracefully retiring uneconomic coal 

plants) might even add up to potential decarbonization advantages over messier, fragmented-market, 

multimillion-target, ponderous sectors like light-duty vehicles and buildings. 

Not every idea will work, but for society (subject to 

equity and political economy), profits from some may 

offset losses on others. Public policy increasingly 

provides strong tailwinds. And we’re off and running: 

2020 investments in decarbonizing the global 

economy—renewables, beneficial electrification, 

hydrogen, and carbon capture and storage—were a 

half-trillion dollars, plus energy efficiency ($0.22 

trillion) and materials efficiency.222

So in the end, will decarbonizing “harder-to-

abate” sectors be costly as widely assumed (albeit 

unimportantly so for buyers of final goods and 

services223) or profitable? Heavy transport is 

dominated by trucks, where electrification clearly 

wins;224 likewise in buses and most trains, though some 

are adopting green hydrogen. Aviation comes next, 

with electrification likely to win in short-hauls, battle 

biofuels and hydrogen for mid-hauls, and make green 

hydrogen for long-hauls (with possible superefficient 

wildcards). But any higher fuel costs could be 

swamped by the 3X–8X aviation efficiency leapfrogs 

already known, reducing overall costs while expanding 

the scope for electrification. 
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In marine shipping, efficiency can likewise dilute and 

offset initially costlier clean fuels like ammonia or 

hydrogen, but the trajectory of green hydrogen means 

long-run clean fuel prices will probably beat oil. And 

in both aviation and shipping, unbundling carbon-

free from other fuel attributes opens useful avenues 

for creatively managing costs. In sum, today’s twin 

revolutions in vehicle efficiency and fuel cost make it 

hard to see why decarbonized heavy transport should 

cost more than today’s—even ignoring the important 

potential for virtual travel, repatriated manufacturing, 

smart logistics, and intermodal shifts to reduce the 

need for transport.

Industrial heat is even more complex in detail but 

perhaps as simple in outline. About three-fifths of 

this sector’s CO
2
 is from steel and cement. Both are 

at least half wasted by inferior structural design 

correctable by design-practice, client-education, and 

business-model changes that are clearly challenging 

but should cost far less than the avoided materials 

usage. Alternatively—using conventional design—a 

combination of precasting, fixing construction-site 

waste, and correctly specifying and using the right 

kind and amount of cement can profitably save a 

comparable amount. These two approaches overlap 

substantially, but where they don’t, they’re not 

mutually exclusive. 

Circularity too is additional (actually multiplicative), 

expanding, and increasingly profitable. Exploiting 

concrete carbonation in drier climates (for free) 

and eliminating rebar corrosion risk in wetter 

ones (profitably expanding current carbon-fiber 

substitutions as carbon fiber also heads for  

green production) could add an important new  

CO
2
-mitigating, structural-risk-reducing, and  

steel-saving term. 

Traditional starting-points in decarbonizing basic 

materials—saving heat, cleaner heat sources, smarter 

processes, more substituents, and novel products—are 

a complex mixture of costlier, breakeven, cheaper, 

and in expected or hoped-for transitions along that 

axis. But earlier analyses weighted chiefly toward that 

conventional portfolio and its continued improvements 

seem qualitatively to be headed for a major tilt 

toward profit as the greatly underweighted materials-

productivity opportunities come to the fore and more 

than offset any higher materials costs. 

The potential to save roughly half, not a tenth, of 

cement and steel just by comprehensively  

overhauling civil and structural design, with careful 

construction practice, is perhaps the biggest 

gamechanger that appears semiqualitatively adequate 

to flip the whole materials story from cost to profit: 

immense materials savings should reduce project 

cost more than smarter design and greener materials 

increase it. Lower-temperature industrial process-

heat needs, too, are generally in range for profitable 

electric heat pumps or increasingly competitive solar 

process heat. Add it all up, and it’s hard to make 

a convincing case that this decarbonization slate, 

advancing as it scales, won’t be profitable.

This adds economic strength to the climate case for 

rapidly and gracefully retiring $20+ trillion worth 

of dirty assets (Exhibit 8), financing their clean 

replacements, and speeding capital flight from 

obsolete to advantageous assets and industries. Little 

climate headroom remains, so today’s imperative 

is out with the dirty and in with the clean—urgently. 

That’s especially complex in China, which holds nearly 

half the critical assets (notably blast furnaces and 

cement kilns) within a political economy juggling air 

quality and health with local jobs and influence. 

In global electricity, until 2018 renewables augmented 

rather than replaced fossil-fueled generation, but now 

coal power is plummeting and gas power has turned 

bearish (costing GE three-fourths of its market cap in 

two years). Next, efficient vehicles, clean industries, 

and structural materials efficiency could retire dirty 

production faster, especially in cement and steel, just 

as efficient electrification can speed the renewable 

takeover of the power sector. What’s more, those two 

revolutions can build on each other. 
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Exhibit 8  Committed Emissions from Existing Energy Infrastructure

Image credits: courtesy of Dan Tong

Planned lifetime use of $22 trillion worth of 2018 major global infrastructure would emit 658 billion metric 

tons (Gt) of CO
2

 225—more than the entire 50%–66%-probability 1.5 C˚ global-warming budget (~420–580 

Gt), or perhaps two-thirds of the 2˚ budget (~1,170–1,500 Gt). Of these assets, the half in road transport will 

retire three times faster than industrial assets, but could often be advantageously scrapped even sooner, 

sped by capitalizing avoided fuel costs. 

Fossil-fueled power plants (11%) are two-thirds more carbon-intensive per dollar invested than industry and 

25–35 times more than transport. Dominated by recently built Chinese plants, they’re generally lucrative 

to retire immediately via efficient instruments like securitization. Meanwhile, dispatch competition shrinks 

their runtimes, while climate concerns and increasing awareness of the competitive landscape deter 

construction of planned but prestranded assets. Many overbuilt heavy industrial plants (9%), again chiefly 

in China and often relatively young, also invite early closure. 

Globally, power and industrial assets are the richest target, totaling over 75% of committed emissions 

but under 25% of asset value. The other assets are mainly ships (starting to be scrapped or retrofitted 

if inefficient, then fuel-switched, as data transparency reveals each vessel’s efficiency to charterers) and 

buildings (ripe for deep retrofit, coordinated with major building events to make the savings much bigger 

and cheaper). This prospector’s guide reveals vast lodes of cheap decarbonization in troubled assets ripe 

for rapid displacement by clean and profitable ones.
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As often before, we’ll learn that many problems look 

impenetrable until someone cracks them—often by 

restating the problem correctly, making its solution 

self-evident. And as with energy and resource 

efficiency generally, rethinking each desired  

end-use service as a whole system reveals design  

opportunities for deeper, cheaper savings of money, 

emissions, and risk.226

For radical energy and materials efficiency, the 

opportunity portfolio looks so broad, deep, and 

dynamic that much as Six Sigma revolutionized 

quality, so we may now aspire to at least Five Eta—

engineers’ symbol for efficiency—in industrial heat 

(including materials efficiency) and approaching 

that in heavy transport and freight logistics. In turn, 

materials efficiency plus electric end-use efficiency 

could greatly reduce the next 30 years’ conventionally 

projected 5X rise in total electricity demand,227,228 

speeding a bigger renewable share but needing far 

lower investments. (Already, the UN’s renewable 

energy agency IRENA found 2.2X electricity growth 

to 2050 sufficient;229 the options described here, and 

others not yet included, could trim it further.) So the 

prize is immense for entrepreneurs who assemble the 

intricate jigsaw puzzle of demand-side opportunities.

Perhaps heavy transport and industrial heat look hard 

to decarbonize because we think they’re hard. This 

article’s examples suggest that may be a losing bet. 

Let’s find out. As Henry Ford said, “Whether you think 

you can, or whether you think you can’t, you’re right.”
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